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We use sound to monitor wind 
turbine blades and detect 

changes. Site technicians hear 
abnormal blade sound. We 

replicate this with permanent 
installations. 
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Hypothesis: Why early ice 
detection 

Assumptions:
• No safety shut down / 

restart (or heating)
• No existing sensor with 

sufficient accuracy

Reasons to do this:
• Increase power output 
• Power curve method is blunt
• Rotor monitoring
• Limited budget





Why measure multiple turbines? 

Complex site geometry mean each 
turbine will / may behave differently



“Grey zone” where ice package 
not always installed



VTT Public 
WIce Atlas

Not all sites warrant a ice package



Rapid Ice Detection System

Classification of commercially available ice detection methods – adapted from IEA Wind Task19 - © IEA Task19 2021. Nergica 2021.
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A review on ice detection technology and ice elimination technology for wind turbine
Kexiang Wei, Yue Yang, Hongyan Zuo, Dingqing Zhong
First published: 23 December 2019 https://doi.org/10.1002/we.2427

Iced vs clean blade sound





Ping Continuous Listening Technology
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Case study: acoustic ice detection 
vs alternative methods 

Study conducted at NERGICA (data processing by Ping)

System 1

System 2

System 3

System 4



1: Ice, 0: No Ice, -1: Low Quality or Turbines Stopped

Case study: acoustic ice detection 
vs site records

Site reported icing events



Monitoring system as currently implemented
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• 1115 systems*
• >700 in areas with icing potential
• 19 countries
• 47 customers
• Now detecting ice on blades as a 

software upgrade
• Logging temperature, wind speed 

(via rotational speed) and ice as a 
result of a change in acoustic 
signature. 

USA Australia NZ India

UK Spain Sweden Ireland

Germany Canada Romania Turkey

Netherlands France Mexico Mongolia

Japan Korea Uruguay

Status of Ping Monitor 
installations

*Installed or committed to be installed. 



Ping Continuous Listening Technology

Surface blade 
damage

Lightning option

External

Internal

Root zone 
structural damage

Lightning option

Ice detection 
option



Conclusion
1. Acoustic based ice detection system
2. Next steps is to build in forecasting 

and operational controls (with 
partners)

3. Opportunity for generating large data 
sets to improve prediction models

4. Looking for feedback on integration 
with forecasting model(s) and 
partners
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